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Ad Adams, Adrienne, illus. Bring a Torch, Jeannette, Isabella; A Provencal
K-2 Carol; attributed to Nicholas Saboly, 17th century. Scribner, 1963. 2 6 p.
Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.12 net.
An illustrated read-aloud, sing-aloud version of the French carol, using only the
words and music; first a few measures on each page accompanied by illustrations,
then the complete song by itself. The illustrated portion is lovely: soft, bright col-
ors show the traditional celebration still observed today: the torchlight procession
to the church for the Christmas Eve worship of the manger. Since the carol alone
appears in many collections, the chief value of the book is in the illustrations; the
words of the carol do not read aloud too well, so that the book will be somewhat
limited in usefulness.
R American Heritage Magazine. D-Day; The Invasion of Europe; by the editors
7-10 of American Heritage Magazine; narr. by Al Hine; in consultation with S.
L. A. Marshall. American Heritage, 1962. 153p. illus. (American
Heritage Junior Library Series.) Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
A minutely detailed account of the invasion; a chapter on the planning of D-Day op-
erations is followed by descriptions of the channel crossing, the air drop, Utah and
Omaha beachheads, the British landings, and a summary chapter on subsequent
events. The writing style is adequate, occasionally colorful; photographs are good,
reproductions of paintings less so; the volume has several excellent maps; a list of
books for further reading and an index are appended.
Ad Asimov, Isaac. The Kite that Won the Revolution; illus. by Victor Mays.
5-7 Houghton, 1963. 148p. $3.
Mr. Asimov can relate anything to anything, and here he presents the thesis that the
colonies won the revolution due to French help, that help having been given because
of their admiration for the envoy, Franklin, and that admiration having been excited
by Franklin's electrical experiments. With Franklin's research and the revolution
as vehicles, Mr. Asimov has written a book that traces the development of knowledge
and experimentation in electricity. The explanations are lucid, the writing style easy;
if the relationship between the subject and the American Revolution is a bit belabored,
it does at least show the sorts of influences that non-military events can have on mil-
itary or political history.
M Braynard, Frank O. The Story of Ships; paintings by Fouille. Grossett, 1962.
7-9 157p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.05 net.
An oversize book, profusely and handsomely illustrated. The book loses usefulness
because it has no index and has a table of contents that is not specific. Although
chronological in arrangement, the material in the text is often difficult to find when
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listed under such headings as "Everyman Afloat," "The Singlehanders," or "Science
and Adventure." There is information in the book, and the writing style is adequate,
but the volume will have little but browsing use.
R Brooks, Polly Schoyer. The World Awakes; The Renaissance in Western
7-10 Europe; by Polly Schoyer Brooks and Nancy Zinsser Walworth. Lippin-
cott, 1962. 224p. $5.95.
A good book about the Renaissance, comprehensive and simply written-in fact, the
persistent use of very short sentences seems the only weakness of the text. The ma-
terial is very carefully organized: Italy, France, England, and Spain are considered
separately; in each section a general description is followed by a biographical sketch
of two great figures of the age. In the final section, for example, "England Awakes"
is followed by chapters on Elizabeth I and on Shakespeare. In the chapters, although
they concentrate on the biographees, there is a great deal of material about back-
ground events and about other Renaissance personalities. An index and an unusually
good bibliography are appended.
M Brown, Marion (Marsh). The Silent Storm; by Marion Marsh Brown and Ruth
5-7 Crone; illus. by Fritz Kredel. Abingdon, 1963. 250p. $3.25.
The story of Annie Sullivan Macy and Helen Keller; the first part of the book, in
flashback technique, gives a brief picture of Annie's childhood and her life at Perkins
Institute up to the time that she came to the Keller home. For the most part, however,
the book covers the same material as do the many biographies of Helen Keller; the
text stops at the point at which Helen Keller graduated from Radcliffe. Highly fiction-
alized and frequently ornate, the book is not as well written as some other accounts
of Helen Keller's youthful years; there is a minimal value in the material about
Annie Sullivan and the unhappy childhood experiences that helped build her courage
and determination.
NR Buckley, Helen E. My Sister and I; illus. by Paul Galdone. Lothrop, 1963.
K-2 29p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
A read-aloud picture book, attractively illustrated, written in rather halting rhyme
and in contrived style; "Tra-la-la-la, Tra-la-la-lay, Such a funny song we are sing-
ing today." In describing the joys of togetherness, the one sister catalogs some items
that may not seem familiar to some small girls; for example, having a sister does
not necessarily imply that sister has matching clothes or sleeps in the adjoining twin
bad or will entertain an ailing sibling with poems and stories. The book does have a
positive attitude about friendship between sisters.
Ad Bulla, Clyde Robert. What Makes a Shadow? illus. by Adrienne Adams. T. Y.
1-2 Crowell, 1962. 34p. (Let's Read-and-Find-Out Books.) Trade ed. $2.50;
Library ed. $2.35 net.
A first science book for beginning independent readers, with simple writing and clear
explanations, although some of the material seems unnecessarily repetitive: "A tree
has a shadow ... a house has a shadow .. . animals have shadows (double-page
spread for that text) . . . so do cars (again, a double-page illustration for three
words) . . ." The author suggests some home experiments in making shadows of dif-
ferent sizes and densities, and in forming shadow-pictures. Illustrations augment the
text nicely.
R Bullock, Alan, et al. World History; Civilization from Its Beginnings; illus.
7-8 and designed by Hans Erni. Doubleday, 1962. 366p. $9.95.
Fourth in a series of books intended for family reference use, and quite impressive.
The text is printed in a column half the width of the page, with assorted and varying
(occasionally distracting) illustrations; the illustrations are, however, well-placed
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and (with a few exceptions) very fully captioned. The contributions of the twenty au-
thors vary somewhat in style, but the range is adequate to excellent. At the back of
the book are a listing of "People who made history," with brief identifying state-
ments and arranged chronologically, a list of books for further reading, and an ex-
tensive index.
R Burchard, Peter. North by Night. Coward-McCann, 1962. 191p. illus.
6-9 $3.50.
A good Civil War advanture story, in which two Union soldiers are captured and im-
prisoned; they effect a successful escape plan and have a hazardous trek through
the Carolinas before meeting a Yankee regiment. The writing has pace and color,
characters are believable and the historical background is excellent. Neither in de-
tails of prison life nor in the handling of Union and Confederate attitudes does the
author ever become melodramatic or biased. A bibliography is appended.
Ad Burland, Cottie A. Finding Out about the Incas; illus. with photographs and
6-9 with drawings by Edward Shenton. Lothrop, 1962. 160p. $3.
A British anthropologist describes the Inca Empire in a book that is a bit heavy in
style, but comprehensive and authoritative. The book covers the same material that
is in Bleeker's The Inca (Morrow, 1960) and in Von Hagen's The Incas (World, 1961)
but is not as well-illustrated as either. The photographs of ruins and artifacts are
good but not plentiful. Mr. Burland does give more pre-Incan history than do the
other books; the index is extensive.
M Chase, Mary Ellen. Victoria; A Pig in a Pram; illus. by Paul Kennedy.
5-6 Norton, 1963. 58p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
The author reminisces about one of her childhood pets, an injured baby pig that she
nursed back to robust health; indeed, Victoria became too robust to keep. Although
the book is about Victoria, the real appeal is in the picture of the family life of the
author. Eight children and an ever-changing menagerie did not upset Mother; if there
was real trouble, Aunt Sophie (the town's perennial and beloved teacher) could step
in. It was Aunt Sophie who contributed the English pram in which a scented and be-
ruffled piglet was wheeled around the village. A modicum of plot (will Victoria be
sold or used for food?) is of less importance than the situation itself; the writing
style is graceful and humorous. The style, which is the most charming aspect of the
book, is at the same time the factor that will limit the size of audience for the book,
since it is fairly sophisticated in commentary if not in subject matter, and is rather
static. On the whole, the book will probably appeal more to adults than to children.
R Choron, Jacques. The Romance of Philosophy; illus. with photographs.
10- Macmillan, 1963. 324p. $4.95.
An excellent survey of philosophy from the time of the early Greeks to today, with a
brief introduction that defines the discipline and explains its five branches. A few of
the chapters describe groups or schools, but the majority of them are devoted each
to a single philosopher; Mr. Choron gives some biographical material but empha-
sizes the philosophical ideas and the writings of that philosopher. The final chapter,
"Contemporary Philosophy," scans very briefly the thinking of Russell, Croce,
Kierkegaard, Sartre, and several other men, giving no biographical material. The
writing style is dignified and fluent; there is no writing down, so that the book is best
suited to a fairly mature reader. The index is extensive.
Ad Cole, William. Frances Face-Maker; illus. by Tomi Ungerer. World, 1963.
3-6 32p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
yrs.
An amusing bed-time game is described in rhyme; the inventive father of a small
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girl who is stalling about going to bed directs an attention-diverting ploy. Frances
is instructed to look angry-she makes a horrible face ("You do it" suggests the text
after each kind of face-making). "Look happy-look proud-look sulky," etc. As
Frances obliges, she gets undressed, brushes her teeth, climbs into bed; the light
goes out, and father says, " .. . No more make-believe-now go to sleep."-"you do
it! " the last page tells the reader. Slight, but amusing; children will enjoy the idea
and be amused by the faces themselves.
Ad Cone, Molly. Mishmash and the Substitute Teacher; illus. by Leonard Shortall.
3-5 Houghton, 1963. 92p. $2.75.
A sequel to Mishmash, with a plot based on the assumption that Pete and his class-
mates really believe that the world is coming to an end, as reported in the newspa-
pers. Wanda builds a shelter and share it with Pete, Mishmash joins them-having
run away from his home. The dog's home is being taken care of by the substitute
teacher, Miss Dingley, for whom Pete feels no affection. Pete finds the long-dreaded
arithmetic test isn't bad, and he also discovers that Miss Dingley isn't so bad. The
world does not come to an end. The story goes a bit beyond the cuteness of Mishmash,
with contrived incidents, too-cute conversations, and naive behavior on the part of the
children. The author has, however, an ineradicable and lively humor that surmounts
contrivance, and a yeasty style.
R Courlander, Harold. The King's Drum; And Other African Stories; illus. by
5-7 Enrico Arno. Harcourt, 1962. 125p. $3.
A good collection of African folk tales, each very short, told in a style that has re-
straint and simplicity. Some of the tales are quietly humorous; some are realistic,
some are fables; many are perceptive commentaries on the foibles of the human
race. Good for reading aloud, and a good source for storytelling. The tales come
from many parts of the continent; an appendage gives excellent notes on each story:
sources, adaptations, and background information. The book should also have limited
use for readers in secondary schools.
Ad De Jong, David Cornel. Looking for Alexander; illus. by Harvey Weiss. Little,
K-2 1963. 60p. $3.
A read-aloud story about the cat belonging to David of the Happy Birthday Umbrella.
Chased by dogs, Alexander the Great climbed a tall flagpole and couldn't get down.
David and his grandmother were scouring the town looking for the cat and inquiring
of various neighbors and David finally thought of the flagpole; by wedging their shoes
into the birthday umbrella, they kept it taut so that it could be carried up the flagpole
rope. Alexander climbed in and was lowered; David and his grandmother processed
triumphantly home, barefoot. Light in style but a bit slow of pace, since David stops
to have comparatively lengthy conversations with Mrs. Twill, Mr. Bim the tailor,
Sam from the second-hand shop, and Joe and Jack from the gas station.
R De Jong, Dola. One Summer's Secret. McKay, 1963. 184p. $3.
7-10
A forthright novel in which Laurie, seventeen, and her neighbors in a summer colony
face the problem of understanding and accepting a Negro girl. Stella has run away
from the home of an unsympathetic foster-mother and has been hiding in a beach
shack, living on stolen supplies; Laurie finds and helps Stella, eventually bringing
the forlorn youngster home. Laurie's father helps the girls and talks to town officials;
Stella finds a home. Stella's dilemma is the focal point of the story, but the attitudes
toward her and the ethical values of several characters in the book are of paramount
importance. Grandma, who takes Stella in, has arguments with her foster-child,
Joseph, about Negro-white relations that are completely candid, the younger genera-
tion against the conservative and dubious older. There are some excellent character-
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izations of minor characters, realistic relationships, and a logical sequence of
events.
M Dwight, Allan. Guns at Quebec. Macmillan, 1962. 241p. $3.50.
7-9
A story of the struggle between the French and the English at Quebec in the year
1759-1760, the protagonist being a lad of fifteen, Stephen Eliot, in bondage to a
French-Canadian. Stephen had been kidnapped from his Massachusetts home, and
he does what he can to help the English, although he feels some conflict about his
affection for some Canadians. The book has some good scenes of battles and some
historical interest, but it is weakened by a surfeit of dramatic incident and by the
melodramatic final episode.
Ad Freund, Miriam. Jewels for a Crown; The Story of the Chagall Windows;
6-9 illus. with 13 plates in 6 colors. McGraw-Hill, 1963. 64p. $4.95.
A description of the designing and execution of the exquisite stained glass windows
of the Hebrew University Medical Center. The twelve windows, based on the Biblical
account of the twelve sons of Jacob, are reproduced beautifully in full color, each
being separately described. Preceding these pages are a brief description of the au-
thor's background and a most interesting explanation of the ways in which the win-
dows were designed and made. The author's style in the first part of the book is
awkward and occasionally effusive, but the book will be of special interest to read-
ers interested in art or in theology, and should be enjoyed as well by the general
reader for the stunning beauty of Chagall's work. It is regrettable that the title of
the book is not more informative.
R Friedman, Frieda. Ellen and the Gang; illus. by Jacqueline Tomes. Morrow,
5-6 1963. 191p. $2.95.
Set in a New York City housing project, the story of a middle child who felt outshone
by her brother and sister; twelve-year-old Ellen had a desire for recognition and
she was delighted when three older children took her up. When her three new friends
turned out to be petty criminals, Ellen was shocked and ashamed. She became inter-
ested in helping small children in the Project playground, and it took some time be-
fore she felt comfortable about her brush with trouble even though she was innocent.
As the playground plans expanded, Ellen gained confidence; when she was honored
by a surprise party in appreciation of her work, she realized that people valued her
abilities as much as they did those of her brother and sister. A good urban story,
with excellent human relations; Ellen's relationships with her family, especially with
her mother, are sympathetically drawn. The final episode seems a bit overdrawn, not
beyond the bounds of credibility, but a bit elaborate: speeches, an expensive gift, a
loving cup, etc.
Ad Friermood, Elisabeth Hamilton. The Wild Donahues. Doubleday, 1963. 208p.
8-10 $3.25.
Orphaned Meg Donahue, sixteen, comes to live with her relatives in Indiana in 1850;
she finds that Uncle Barney is wealthy and dishonest in operating the race track on
his property. One of his six sons, Mike, a rough and cruel man, is married to a gen-
tlewoman; Meg cannot understand how the marriage came about, since Marietta is
clearly afraid of her husband. Meg falls in love with Marietta's brother, Calvin
Lenfesty, and through the Lenfestys she becomes involved in helping to hide runaway
slaves. Mike is shot and scalped, Marietta dies, Barney is jailed for counterfeiting,
the Donahue stables burn. The book has a bit too much plot that is a bit too dramatic;
the characters are colorful, the writing style lively, and the period details are good.
NR Frye, Dean. The Lamb and the Child; illus. by Roger Duvoisin. McGraw-
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4-5 Hill, 1963. 32p. $2.75.
An attractively illustrated book that divides sharply into two parts, although the
story is continuous. Three shepherds are tricked by the unscrupulous Mak, who
steals a lamb; Mak and his wife pretend the lamb is a new baby, and are discovered
in their crime when the shepherds visit. Wanting to see the baby, the men discover
the lamb in the cradle; they give Mak a rough blanket-tossing and go off with their
lamb. Preparing for a nap, the tired shepherds see an angel ... and the story con-
tinues with a visit of the three shepherds to the Manger; they bring gifts and go
forth to tell the world about the Child. Based on a fifteenth-century mystery play,
but the adaptation into a story for children does not seem successful; the text
emerges merely as two disjointed stories.
R Gallant, Roy A. The ABC's of Astronomy; An Illustrated Dictionary; illus. by
7- John Polgreen. Doubleday, 1962. 121p. $3.95.
An oversize book, profusely illustrated and excellent as a reference source. The
first section, approximately half of the book, is a dictionary of terms in which the
definitions are, with few exceptions, full and clear; the second part of the book com-
prises statistical and informational tables, maps and instructions on their use, and
brief discussions of such instruments as binoculars, telescopes, and the spectro-
scope. Cross-references within the text are helpful.
R Gilbert, Nan. The Unchosen. Harper, 1963. 214p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library
7-10 ed. $3.27 net.
An excellent junior novel, skillfully told in first person by Ellen, a high-school sen-
ior. Debbie, Kay, and Ellen have never had a date; they are not attractive girls or
happy. Ellen escapes by writing to a long list of pen pals, and is crushed when one
boy, who has been writing affectionate letters, makes a date and doesn't show up.
The girls give a party . .. and it is a great success, but they get no invitations.
They embark on a program of self-improvement; slowly, painstakingly they make
other friends-eventually each finds a boy. Utterly realistic, with no impossible
changes and no improbable or dramatic results. One of the most interesting rela-
tionships in the story is the one between Ellen and her fussy, loving hausfrau mother,
a relationship in which Ellen feels the typical resentment of the child whose parent
is "different."
NR Gill, Bob. What Color Is Your World? by Bob Gill and Alastair Reid.
K-2 Obolensky, 1963. 32p. illus. $3.50.
A read-aloud picture book, oversize, meant-apparently-to give a child the idea that
each individual sees the world around him in a different way. Unfortunately, the text
does not state this explicitly and neither the text nor the colors used on the pages
clarify that concept. The text supposes that one asks a beachcomber what color his
world is. "Easy." He replies. "My world is yellow." On a yellow page shells are
drawn in black. A small child who may not have seen either bright yellow shells or
beachcombers could easily be confused. When, later, the text shows the same shells
on a purple page, it seems no clearer because the shells are now in the world being
seen by the artist who says, "Colors keep changing. In my world kings may be green
or shells purple ... And if I feel like it, I can make ... the ocean orange ... or
cabbage blue ... "
Ad Greene, Carla. Doctors and Nurses; What Do They Do? pictures by Leonard
1-2 Kessler. Harper, 1963. 64p. (I Can Read Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Li-
brary ed. $2.19 net.
An introduction to the work of doctors and nurses for the beginning independent read-
er; the text is adequate although an occasional sentence seems oversimplified. For
example, the doctor is about to make a round of morning house calls: "He must get
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up. His sick friends are waiting." Illustrations are light and cheerful cartoon-style
drawings.
R Guillot, Rene. Three Girls and a Secret; tr. by Joan Selby-Lowndes; illus. by
6-8 Jane Paton. Watts, 1963. 192p. $2.95.
First published in France in 1960, the story of three young girls in Paris who find
and keep an abandoned infant; the conversation in the book is lively and colloquial
save for the occasional evidence that the translator is English: "I say ... ", "Thanks
awfully ... " etcetera. Michele and Manuela, both twelve, have been playing at house-
keeping and motherhood in a deserted building scheduled for demolition; sixteen-year-
old Caroline, when she discovers her friends have an apartment and an infant waif,
moves in; all three devote themselves to the loving care of baby Laurence. An elderly
man discovers the secret and, although he knows his young friends will be heart-
broken, traces the baby's family. The girls truly have thought the baby orphaned; the
author succeeds in making the story completely credible and the girls are misguided
but never criminal. Good style, good characters, and a plot that is tight-knit and sus-
penseful.
Ad Hall, Donald, ed. A Poetry Sampler. Watts, 1962. 263p. $3.95.
7-
A good poetry anthology, comprising two hundred poems by British and American
poets. Not unusual selections, but good ones; the pages are pleasantly uncrowded,
but the insertion of half-boxed editorial comments adds a distracting visual note.
This is especially obtrusive when the note is separated from the poem to which it
refers by the turn of a page. The book has separate author and title indexes.
Ad Hogner, Dorothy (Childs). Butterflies; illus. by Nils Hogner. T. Y. Crowell,
3-5 1962. 69p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A good first book about butterflies, simply written and in large, clear print; it would,
however, be more useful were the illustrations in color. The author describes the
morphology of a butterfly and the reproductive process, then gives brief information
(with black and white drawings) of the most common butterflies. A last section gives
instructions on raising a caterpillar and suggests: " . . . how will you know what
kind you've got? To make sure, start with a parsley worm. You are certain to find
one in the parsley bed before summer is over." An index is appended.
R Holberg, Ruth (Langland). What Happened to Virgilia; illus. by Reisie Lonette.
4-6 Doubleday, 1963. 168p. $2.95.
Virgilia goes to stay with her aunt in Rockport while her parents are in Europe on a
Fulbright grant; at first she is unhappy and timid but she soon makes friends. One
of her older friends asks Virgilia to take charge of the penny-candy store, and the
responsibility is reluctantly accepted but bravely executed. Virgilia finds that it helps
her to help other people, and she begins to enjoy Aunt Emma, the new school, and liv-
ing in Rockport. By the time her parents return, she is so happily adjusted that she
is delighted to hear that they have decided to make Rockport their summer home. Not
a highly original theme; the story is, however, realistic in treatment and pleasantly
written, with good characterization and excellent values.
Ad Houghton, Eric. The White Wall; illus. by Robin Jacques. McGraw-Hill, 1962.
6-8 120p. $2.75.
The story of Hannibal's crossing of the Alps is told by a boy of fifteen, Brancus, who
has been orphaned when his village was burned by a rival tribe. Brancus finds the
body of a messenger, takes from it a despatch for Hannibal, and is accepted as a
member of the train. He describes the march to Rome vividly; the characters are
convincing although not deeply drawn. The writing style is just a bit heavy; an ap-
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pended author's note cites historical verification for some of the people and events
in the story.
R Hoyt, Edwin P. From the Turtle to the Nautilus; The Story of Submarines;
6-10 illus. by Charles Geer. Little, 1963. 134p. $3.50.
A good survey of the subject, written in an easy but dignified style; the illustrations
are more decorative than informative. Mr. Hoyt describes individual models, suc-
cessful and unsuccessful, designed from the time of the Revolutionary War to today;
he also gives dramatic descriptions of some military exploits or of submarine acci-
dents. Although emphasis is on ships of the United States, anecdotes and information
about the submarines of other countries are included. One episode concerns the now-
lost Thresher which, in 1942, narrowly escaped capture by the Japanese when it was
temporarily caught in a grappling device. The final chapter discusses the voyage of
the Nautilus and the author makes some brief prognostications about future develop-
ments in submarines.
M Hubbard, Freeman Henry. Great Trains of All Time; illus. by Herb Mott.
7-9 Grosset, 1962. 156p. $4.95.
An oversize book that gives some information about famous or unusual American
trains, some information about a few trains of other countries, and some interesting
illustrative material. The text is not comprehensive, and the book will have only lim-
ited usefulness since it has no index and since the titles used in the table of contents
are not always indicative. The writing style is popularized: "Yes, adventure rides
the Orient! "-the Orient Express-"Its corridors have swarmed with such diverse
personalities as gangsters and smugglers, Toscanini, film stars, Pope Pius XII when
he was Cardinal Pacelli, gamblers . . . and gorgeous mink-coated beauties who may
have been fortune-hunters, spies, or international jewel thieves."
M Hume, Ruth (Fox). The Lion of Poland; The Story of Paderewski; by Ruth and
6-8 Paul Hume; illus. by Lili Rethi. Hawthorn Books, 1962. 192p. $2.95.
A highly fictionalized biography of Paderewski, with occasional obtrusively emotional
phrases and with an adulatory attitude. The book does, however, give information
about Paderewski's career as a musician and as a patriot who became a statesman.
Illustrations are of poor quality; the index is adequate, and a bibliography of source
materials is appended.
M Johnson, Crockett. Harold's ABC; story and pictures by Crockett Johnson.
4-6 Harper, 1963. 64p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
yrs.
The familiar crayon artist, Harold, decides to take a trip through the alphabet; he
has to leave home, so he starts with attic, uses books, eats cake, takes a drink. All
of the objects are, of course, drawn by Harold; most of them incorporate the letter
with which the word begins. Some, however, do not: N is "nobody," O is "ours," our
earth; the book is amusing but occasionally there is possibility for confusion.
R Kettelkamp, Larry. Flutes, Whistles, and Reeds; written and illus. by Larry
4-6 Kettelkamp. Morrow, 1962. 48p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
Third in the author's series of books about musical instruments; well-organized
material and clear, simple writing style make the book an excellent introduction to
woodwinds. The author gives some historical background of the development that
led to modern instruments; the illustrations supplement such explanations. Text and
illustrations describe lucidly the principles on which the instruments operate. The
book includes instructions for making elderberry whistles, soda straw oboes, and a
shepherd's pipe.
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Ad Kinmond, William. The First Book of Communist China; illus. with photo-
5-7 graphs. Watts, 1962. 85p. $1.95.
Written by a Canadian newspaperman who has traveled in Communist China, a book
that is well-written and well-organized. The author describes China's past history
and discusses the events of this century and the policies and practices of the present
government in great detail. The writing is matter-of-fact in approach, critical of
many Communist practices but acknowledging those advances that have been made.
The book gives a geographic survey briefly, and comments on such aspects of the
current scene as education, religion, recreation, and medicine. The hostilities be-
tween Red China and Taiwan are mentioned only cursorily; the struggle for repre-
sentation in the United Nations is not described. Very occasionally the text seems to
have been carelessly written: for example, in one place the author states that "the
government is considering once again allowing farmers to have small pieces of
ground to grow food for their own use." and elsewhere-again writing about the com-
munes, " . .. members are permitted to have small private plots of ground." A map
is included; the table of contents gives, usefully, page numbers for topics within the
chapters; an index is appended.
Ad Kuskin, Karla. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ. Harper, 1963. 56p.
3-6 illus. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
yrs.
A small and charming book. There are two pages for each letter, a page of text faced
by a page of delightful illustration. The letter itself is in a different style on each
page: heavy type, or cursive, or shaded, or in the elaborate style of engraving or for-
mal script; these are attractive but may confuse the child. Each letter is followed by
two lines. "A is for ants. Ants like plants." "G is for gibbons. Gibbons like Ribbons."
"U is for Utes. Utes like buttes." The appealing, simple rhymes and the humor of the
illustrations are pleasant aides-memoire for the child learning the alphabet.
R Landers, Ann. Ann Landers Talks to Teen-Agers about Sex. Prentice-Hall,
8- 1963. 131p. $2.95.
A book that should interest parents as well as teen-agers; written in an easy conver-
sational style, with an approach that is candid and dignified, and with a sense of hu-
mor for leavening. Ann Landers uses letters she has received as a newspaper col-
umnist, occasionally including the answering letter; these are integrated smoothly
into the body of the text. Some of the chapters discuss problems often avoided in
books of advice to adolescents: pre-marital relations, homosexuality, venereal dis-
ease. The book is neither somber nor flippant nor coy; the author shows understand-
ing, common sense, and high standards.
M Lansdown, Brenda. Galumph; illus. by Ernest Crichlow. Houghton, 1963. 48p.
K-2 Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.90 net.
A read-aloud story about a gregarious cat who divided her favors among four human
admirers; every morning Tony gave her milk, every day Galumph visited Mr. Ro-
mano, Maria, and Patricia. Each gave her food, none knew about the others; each
thought the cat was getting plump. One day a house caught fire, and the cat's four
people found, when they went to rescue her, that Galumph had no owner. They also
found that she had just had four kittens, so they all were to have a kitten and would
all be visited by Galumph. The idea of neighborly concern and kindness is appealing,
but the use of four people who are different and who are neighbors but unmet, seems
a bit contrived (Tony is Negro, Mr. Romano Italian, Maria of Spanish background,
Patricia a blond invalid). The ending seems a bit dramatic for a plot so light.
Ad Lent, Henry Bolles. Submariner; The Story of Basic Training at the Navy's
6-9 Famed Submarine School; illus. with official U.S. Navy photographs and
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General Dynamics Corporation photographs. Macmillan, 1962. 182p. $3.
A detailed description of the eight-week training program at the U.S. Naval Subma-
rine Base in Connecticut; the text is fictionalized, centering on the experiences of
Jim O'Hara and liberally interspersed with slangy and briny conversations. The in-
formality may make the book attractive to some readers, but the writing seems
overburdened with popularization: for example, when Jim graduates, "'Yippee! I got
it! ' he felt like shouting when he read his orders." Most of the photographs are use-
ful, but quite a few give no information; the text, despite its weakness of style, gives
a great deal. An extensive glossary of submarine terms is appended.
R Leodhas, Sorche Nic. All in the Morning Early; illus. by Evaline Ness. Holt,
K-2 1963. 28p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A picture book version of an old Scottish tale; the retelling, in authentic simple folk-
style, is in alternate prose and rhyme. Sandy, taking a sack of corn to the miller,
meets in turn a huntsman, two ewes, three gypsies .. . and so on. The encounter is
described in a few lines of prose; the procession is cataloged in a cumulation that is
capped by a rhymed refrain. The author has changed, she explains, some of the Scot-
tish words so that the story will be comprehensible, but some of the vocabulary and
all of the flavor of Scottish is retained.
R Levy, Mimi Cooper. Whaleboat Warriors; illus. by Robert C. Frankenberg.
6-9 Viking, 1963. 189p. $3.50.
A story of patriot resistance during the American Revolution. Robbie Tyler, fourteen,
had been left alone with his mother and grandfather after his father had been killed
and his older brother had joined the army. Robbie helped the men who ran boats from
their besieged Long Island to colonist-held Connecticut, carrying messages. The plot
is episodic rather than sustained; Robbie's experiences are used to show one kind of
patriot action and the calibre of the patriots. One excellent contribution of the story
is in the presentation of three Negro patriots and their courageous and intelligent
roles. Well-written, not overly dramatic, and tightly constructed.
R Life Magazine. The Arab World; by Desmond Stewart and the editors of Life.
8- Time, 1962. 160p. illus. $2.95.
Authoritative, comprehensive, and extremely well-written, a book that is an excellent
source of information on the Arab world. The author, in describing the past and its
influence on the Arab world today, in assessing the similarities and differences within
that world, and in analyzing the conflicts between old and new, gives his appraisal with
the double advantage of a sharply analytical mind and of personal experience. The po-
litical turmoil before, during, and after colonialism is discussed; perhaps the most im-
portant part of the book is the survey of the leaders, the movements, and the compli-
cated intrigues of the political scene. Photographs are handsome; statistical data, a
bibliography, and an index are appended. Endpapers provide useful maps, one a polit-
ical map and the other a relief map.
Ad Lindgren, Astrid. Christmas in the Stable; pictures by Harald Wiberg. Coward-
K-3 McCann, 1962. 2 8p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.86 net.
A read-aloud picture book with softly-colored full-page illustrations facing each page
of text and with each page of text having but a few lines of print, so that the large
amount of white space enhances both print and painting. The story is a very simplified
version of the Christmas story-told by a mother to a small child who sees the man-
ger scenes in terms of the farm life with which she is familiar. The writing has a sim-
ple dignity and no trace of sentimentality; the whole book has a quiet strength. The re-
ligious interpretation is left to the adult; beyond the title and the reference on one page
to Christmas, the text is not specific.
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R Low, Elizabeth. Snug in the Snow; illus. by Ronni Solbert. Little, 1963. 64p.
3-4 $2.95.
Jamie had stayed with his aunt to help close the summer cottage; since he came
from the south, Jamie hoped that he would see snow on his last night. Sent outdoors
to gather anything left growing, Jamie gave the last grapes, nuts, and apples to the
animals. Next morning the snow came, and although they had little left to eat, Jamie
and his aunt had enough food; they agreed that it was better to have left some food
for the animals, snug in the snow. A good story for nature lovers, low-keyed but
written with warmth and simplicity; a nice book to read aloud to younger children.
R Marcus, Rebecca B. William Harvey: Trailblazer of Scientific Medicine; pic-
7-10 tures by Richard Mayhew. Watts, 1962. 127p. (Immortals of Science
Books.) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.21 net.
A good biography of the English doctor whose contribution to medical knowledge was
one of the great achievements of the seventeenth century. The descriptions of Har-
vey's slow experiments and careful conclusions are excellent: detailed and lucid;
the style of writing is, however, weak in those sections of the text that are not con-
cerned with medicine. The illustrations are adequate, although not too well labeled;
a list of dates, a glossary of medical terms, and an index are appended.
SpR Mayne, William. A Parcel of Trees; illus. by Margery Gill. Penguin Books,
6-8 1963. 155p. Paperback, $.85.
A story of the English countryside, slow-paced but wonderfully evocative and peopled
by delightfully individual characters. The deliberate unraveling of the plot is of less
importance than the deliberate delineation of characters. Since the story has, in the
main, adult characters, most of whom have long conversations with rural flavor, the
book will appeal most to the reader who can appreciate the humor and nuance of the
writing. Susan, fourteen, stumbles on a semi-hidden orchard, the "parcel of trees"
referred to in a legal document in which a railroad is claiming ownership of the land.
Susan wins her orchard.
Ad Munari, Bruno. Bruno Munari's Zoo. World, 1963. 42p. illus. Trade ed.
3-6 $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
yrs.
An oversize book with a small amount of text and with illustrations of stunning beauty
of color and of design. The author does not attempt to include all animals usually
found in a zoo, but uses each double-page spread for one creature and one comment,
some of these being quips, some matter-of-fact remarks. While most of the text is
simple: "The squirrel spends the summer storing nuts for the winter." or "A leopard
is a big cat with spots.", some may need interpretation: "The peacock stalks proudly
because he is the peacock." or "The fox hides when he sees the furrier." It is prob-
able that the brief and unhackneyed sentences will be more easily remembered by the
small child who later looks at the book by himself than would a more conventional
remark.
R Orgel, Doris. Sarah's Room; with pictures by Maurice Sendak. Harper, 1963.
4-7 47p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
yrs.
A small book, with old-fashioned illustrations that are right for the precise rhyming
story that has an old-fashioned "moral tale" flavor. Jenny has been banned from her
older sister's room because she made a mess there; one night she dreams about go-
ing in and playing with Sarah's dolls, who have come alive. The next morning Jenny
goes into Sarah's room; Sarah finds and begins to scold her-then realizes that the
room is in impeccable order. Jenny is given freedom of the premises, and is told by
mother that she is now big enough for flowered wallpaper like the paper in Sarah's
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room. Slight but satisfying; the story is a bit static but all small girls will find at-
tractive the thought of girl-size living dolls.
M Paradis, Marjorie. Flash Flood at Hollow Creek; illus. by Albert F. Michini.
5-7 Westminster, 1963. 159p. $3.25.
Cliff Carter had been held back in school, and he was hoping that the new teacher
would help him make up a year of work. Miss Stevens, young and pretty, quickly be-
came the idol of all the students in the one-room schoolhouse at Hollow Creek, West
Virginia. Cliff didn't achieve his wish, but he was promised a chance-not only for
junior high, but for college, some day-when the junior high principal was one of a
flood rescue party. Cliff had saved his own life and two other children marooned on
the roof of the floating school by tying a note to the leg of the pet parrot he had with
him. The contrived ending is the weakest aspect of a book that has merit in a strong
rural setting, good characterization, and some realistic classroom scenes.
M Paradis, Marjorie B. Too Many Fathers; drawings by Charles Geer.
6-7 Atheneum, 1963. 198p. $3.75.
Stanley Alcott, known as "The Brain," was quiet and industrious; Stan was more in-
terested in writing a book than in most sports. His uncle Eliot was a famous writer
of mystery stories, and Stan wondered if by any chance Eliot was his real father,
since Eliot's wife had died in childbirth at the same time Stan was born. Eventually
Stan decided, to his great relief, that he really was born to his parents. The book
has several other themes: the visits of Uncle Eliot, the fund-raising preview of a
movie based on his book, Stan's social progress, Stan's physical progress. In a
melodramatic ending, Stan swims, after capsizing in a hurricane, to bring medicine
to his younger brother, who is very ill. The book is too full of plot and has rather
labored development; the text has several spelling errors. The story has one excel-
lent factor: the relationship between Stan and the loving parents who want him to
have more fun and more friends, and who encourage him patiently rather than crit-
icizing him or imposing on him.
R Pons, Helene. The Story of Vania. Viking, 1963. 24p. illus. $3.50.
K-2
A most unusual read-aloud picture book in which the author describes an episode in
her own childhood, when she and her four brothers and sisters went from Russia to
vacation on the Bay of Finland. Energetically occupied in playing at boating in the
attic, the children were delighted (if nervous) when Papa rushed in to announce he
had hired a boat and a sailor for a real boat trip. The sail proved delightful, a sud-
den storm was safely weathered, and only one child fell in-just as the boat was be-
ing moored. The story is told in present tense by Lena (the author) and is completely
child-like in tone, so that the nuances of the aftermath are the more humorous. While
the children are being drip-dried, warmed, fed, and cossetted by an indignant mother,
aided by the cook, father is being sheepish, since he had insisted to mother that the
children were not too young to go boating. The children return to the attic to act out
the adventure, a marvelous new game. The story ends, "We all agree with Mama
that the game is better than a real voyage on the sea." The text and the drawings-
especially the latter-have an awkward naivete-they have the charm of a genuine
family anecdote spontaneously told and illustrated.
R Rachlis, Eugene. The Voyages of Henry Hudson; illus. by H. B. Vestal.
5-8 Random House, 1962. 180p. (World Landmark Books.) Trade ed. $1.95;
Library ed. $2.28 net.
A good account of Hudson's four voyages of exploration: first to find a passage to
Japan and China via the North Pole by sailing around Norway, then to find a passage
via a northwesterly route. Having failed in the two voyages financed by an English
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company, Henry Hudson came to the New World as an explorer for the Dutch East
India Company. The expedition on which Hudson sailed to the spot that is now Albany
he considered a failure. The fourth expedition, again British, brought the discovery
of Hudson Bay and the death of Henry Hudson. Well-written, with restrained treat-
ment of dramatic episodes; the book gives more information about other explorations
of the period than do most books about individual explorers. A note on sources and an
index are appended.
R Ravielli, Anthony. The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs; written and illus. by
3-5 Anthony Ravielli. Parent's Magazine, 1963. 42p. Trade ed. $2.75; Li-
brary ed. $2.84 net.
An excellent book on dinosaurs; oversize, beautifully illustrated, the layout of pages
-green, black, and white-is handsome. The author describes the world of 220 mil-
lion years ago, the first small dinosaurs from which the enormous and ferocious
later species developed, and the extinction of the giant reptiles. The writing style is
direct, as simple as is consistent with the subject and the polysyllabic terminology;
the text gives less information than does Bloch's Dinosaurs (Coward-McCann, 1955)
or Blough's Discovering Dinosaurs (McGraw-Hill, 1960) but it gives the important
facts in enough detail for an introductory text.
M Rogers, Lou. The First Thanksgiving; illus. by Michael Lowenbein. Follett,
2-3 1962. 31p. $1.14.
A small book that can be read independently as supplementary curricular material
for the social studies or in connection with the holiday. Poorly illustrated and writ-
ten in humdrum style, but giving facts about the origin and motivation of the Pilgrim
settlers as well as information about their first year in the New World.
R Rollins, Charlemae Hill, comp. Christmas Gif'; line drawings by Tom
3-7 O'Sullivan. Follett, 1963. 119p. $4.95.
Handsome in format and delightfully illustrated, an anthology of Christmas poems,
songs, and stories by or about Negroes. Some of the material is excerpted from au-
tobiographical writing; save for some rather pedestrian poems, most of the selec-
tions are well-written, or humorous, or both. The book concludes with a brief sec-
tion of Christmas recipes; it is a collection of material of rather diffuse nature,
therefore, but useful because of the fact that it assembles, for the first time, tra-
ditional and contemporary Christmas contributions by Negroes. Separate author
and title indexes are appended.
R Savage, Katharine. The Story of the United Nations; maps by Richard Natkiel.
8- Walck, 1962. 224p. illus. $4.
A very good book about United Nations history up to the end of 1961. The author
gives some general information about the organization and the functioning of all
branches of the United Nations, but the text is concerned chiefly with the U.N. at the
international level. Photographs are adequate, maps are excellent. A bibliography
is appended; the index is unfortunately in very small type, but it is extensive.
Ad Schlein, Miriam. Who? Pictures by Harvey Weiss. Walck, 1963. 32p.
3-5 $2.75.
yrs.
A slight read-aloud book with lively illustrations; the book has no story line, but has
a monologue by a mother. "Someone is sleeping after lunch .. Who?"-picture of a
bear, and then, "Must be a sleepy bear." The pattern is repeated, and mother then
says, "You were the sleepy snorey bear? You were the rabbit who ate all my car-
rots? You were all those things in one day? I can hardly believe it! But I guess it's
true. It was you." So the book ends, with an illustration that shows mother playing
with a delighted small daughter, beaming because she has fooled mother. Or, at least
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because mother has gone along with the game. Properly read, the book will enter-
tain a pre-school child, although the separate pages of real scenes and illustrations
of references to the imaginary ones may be confusing.
NR Severn, David. The Wild Valley; with illus. by Lynton Lamb. Dutton, 1963.
5-6 165p. $2.95.
Nine-year-old Phillipa, visiting her godmother in rural England, discovers a hidden
valley; there she encounters a small boy who has been brought up by foxes, running
about on all fours. Foxy-boy, as Phillipa names him, cannot talk but they play to-
gether. Hounded as the quarry in a fox-hunt, the wild child takes refuge for the first
time in Phillipa's house; all the adults gather to discuss his disposal and Phillipa
keeps him. One night he slips out to join a fox waiting for him, but hesitates . . .and
comes back to Phillipa's outstretched arms. The writing style is too slow and heavy
for the theme: the fantasy is so belabored as to seem unacceptable.
R Shotwell, Louisa R. Roosevelt Grady; illus. by Peter Burchard. World, 1963.
4-6 151p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.88 net.
The story of a migrant worker's family, with nine-year-old Roosevelt as the central
character; as part of a team of Negro migrants, the Gradys were enough on the move
so that Roosevelt never had as much school as he wanted. He knew how much his
mother wanted a home, and when he heard from a friend about a semi-permanent
camp, Roosevelt and his pal, Manowar, wrote the owner. The Grady's team came to
the camp and Roosevelt's father decided to look for a job; when he found one, his fam-
ily was delighted-especially Roosevelt, who gained admission for the first time to a
school for resident children and also gained the company of Manowar. Written with
candor and simplicity, a convincing story that has good characterization and a setting
described with sympathy but no sentimentality. There is no reference in the text to
the fact that the characters are Negro; this is shown in the illustrations. Several of
the characters have names like Pearly Ann, Bethalene, Lulubelle, Princess Anne;
this seems unfortunate, since it may type the characters for readers who are not
aware that this is a custom of a regional and economic level rather than a racial idi-
osyncrasy.
Ad Soderberg, Sten. Hammarskjold; A Pictorial Biography. Viking, 1962. 144p.
7-10 illus. $5.95.
A useful book about the late Secretary General of the United Nations, with continuous
text and with a bit more than half of the page-space devoted to photographs. Most of
the pictures show Hammarskjold, but many show other public figures or scenes rel-
evant to the text. A description of Hammarskjold's appointment as Lie's successor
is followed by a brief biographical section, and the remainder (and major) part of
the book describes Hammarskjold's role in the United Nations. The writing style is
dry and heavy; the text seems appropriate for a more mature reader than the pic-
torial format might suggest. The author supplies many quotations from or about the
subject, concluding the text with a list of important dates in Hammarskjold's life.
Appended are a section of notes on the pictures and an index of names cited in the
text. The notes on the photographs are often subjective in tone or are of only ancil-
lary interest: for example, the note for a photograph showing King Baudoin standing
at a microphone with Lumumba seated behind him begins, "Lumumba answered this
speech given by . .. " etcetera; a picture of Lumumba bearing the caption "Lumumba
in a characteristic formal pose" is described in the note thus: "Lumumba aping De
Gaulle. Such posturings encourage the world to feel that Lumumba was more con-
cerned with prestige than the good government of the Congo."
R Stambler, Irwin. The Battle for Inner Space; Undersea Warfare and Weapons.
10- St. Martin's, 1962. 259p. illus. $5.
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A solid and serious book, detailed and comprehensive; a book for the adult or the
young adult with a special interest and preferably with some background. The author
discusses the problems of undersea experiment: ocean noises, deep and surface cur-
rents, variations in temperatures and density, underwater formations and internal
waves. Chapters on craft of the past and probable underwater craft of the future are
followed by minute descriptions of the different types of air and surface devices
that help in submarine research and warfare. Mr. Stambler describes the operation
of a coordinated effort, the Hunter-Killer task force, and makes some suggestions
about defense program for underwater warfare. An appendix gives a list of statistics
for the U.S. Navy nuclear-powered submarines; an extensive relative index is ap-
pended.
NR Tutt, Kay Cunningham. And Now We Call Him Santa Claus. Lothrop, 1963.
4-6 31p. illus. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
yrs.
A read-aloud picture book about a kind little boy named Nicholas, who gave away to
other children all the toys his rich parents bought him. He lived in a monastery when
he grew up, went on a trip during which he calmed the sea, was later made a bishop,
and he never stopped doing things for people. "Of course in those days he would carry
the gifts around on foot . . but now he has some reindeer and a sleigh. And now we
call him Santa Claus." A rather thin version of the story of Saint Nicholas; not well
told, and with an abrupt ending; the illustrations are stark in execution and not very
attractive.
Ad Unwin, Nora Spicer. Joyful the Morning; The Story of an English Family Christ-
4-6 mas; story and pictures by Nora S. Unwin. McKay, 1963. 117p. $2.95.
A Christmas in England half a century ago; Patty and Penny, twin girls of eight, are
the central characters in a family story. The twins, part of a large family, spend a
happy Christmas at their grandmother's home; they are just old enough to remember
and appreciate all of their own family's traditions as well as the more general Christ-
mas customs. The book has no story line, but pictures a period scene with realistic
episodes; the writing style is easy and the book, although a bit slow-moving, has the
appeal of a warm family situation depicted without sentimentality. The fact that the
protagonists are eight seems a slight drawback, since the reading level is too high
for a third grade child; however, the older child who enjoys Alcott will enjoy the fla-
vor of this book, and the younger child may enjoy hearing it read aloud.
NR Varga, Judy. Miss Lollipop's Lion; story and pictures by Judy Varga. Morrow,
K-2 1963. 30p. $2.75.
A read-aloud picture book about tender-hearted Miss Lollipop, whose home was a
haven for stray animals and who found a lion on her doorstep. She gave the lion the
last of the food she had, bathed him and tied his mane with a green ribbon, and taught
him to make less noise and to play gently with the pussycats and dogs and rabbits.
A man came hunting the lion, which had escaped from a circus, and when he saw how
well Miss Lollipop had trained the lion, he offered her a job. She became the most
famous lion tamer ever, and sometimes on weekends the lions came to her home be-
cause they loved her and she them. A slight story written in pedestrian style, with no
humor to compensate for the lack of realism.
R Vogel, Amos. How Little Lori Visited Times Square; pictures by Maurice
4-6 Sendak. Harper, 1963. 64p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
yrs.
A delightful read-aloud nonsense story, in a small book illustrated with humor and
imagination. A small child in New York decides to visit Times Square; he tries dif-
ferent methods of transportation but always gets off at the wrong place. After getting
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to the ferry, the middle of Central Park, the home of an uncle in Queens, etcetera,
Lori finds himself stranded at Macy's. Approached by a sympathetic turtle, the sob-
bing boy reveals his plight and is offered a turtleback ride to his destination. There
is a surprise ending. The story has variation of pace, and the nonsense element
builds nicely; slight at first, Lori's deviations from the expected are increasingly
improbable.
R Ward, Aileen. John Keats; The Making of a Poet. Viking, 1963. 450p. $7.50.
10-
A scholarly biography for the mature young adult. Minutely detailed, well-researched
and written in quite distinguished style, the book has value for the many facets that
are explored in addition to the life and the work of Keats; for example, in writing of
Keats' medical training, the author gives a good resume of medical education and
practice. The biographee is approached with an understanding and sympathetic atti-
tude but not with sentimentality or adulation; other figures in Keats' life and in the
literary circles of his day are sharply delineated. To the student of literature, an
asset of the book is the epilogue in which Miss Ward briefly reviews the later lives
of those people who were major figures in the life of Keats. A lengthy section of notes
is appended; preceding the extensive index is a selected bibliography.
Ad Weingast, David E. We Elect a President; illus. with photographs. Messner,
6-10 1962. 190p. $3.95.
A detailed and comprehensive book, slightly written down and rather slangy, but in-
formative; a section of cartoons is included. Mr. Weingast discusses the qualifica-
tions for a presidential candidate, written and unwritten; he writes candidly about the
demands made by television, the barriers of race and religion, and the personal at-
tributes of a candidate. The text includes chapters on the nominating conventions, the
campaign, the electoral college; it discusses campaign financing, slogans, vote blocks,
and the responsibilities of the president in office. The treatment is nowhere chrono-
logical, so that the writing has a rambling, conversational quality. A glossary, a bib-
liography, and an index are appended.
NR Welch, Jean Louise. The Animals Came First; pictures by Ruth Carroll.
K-2 Walck, 1963. 26p. $2.75.
A read-aloud Christmas story with realistic drawings of animals, but little else of
value. A cat goes hunting in a stable, having said to herself, "Meow, meow, Where
are all the rats tonight? I haven't found one in the courtyard. Maybe there will be
some in the stable. Meow, meow." One by one, the animals meet and discuss a
strange new noise in the stable; they see a light, and they see "Resting against a bale
of hay in front of the manger sat a lady. She was holding a tiny baby in her arms."
Drawn-out preliminaries to a brief final scene; a slight story written in pedestrian
style.
R Zolotow, Charlotte (Shapiro). A Tiger Called Thomas; pictures by Kurt Werth.
K-2 Lothrop, 1963. 30p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
A Hallowe'en picture book; pleasantly illustrated, the story has a simple but satisfy-
ing plot, light writing style, and a gentle message. New in the neighborhood, Thomas
wouldn't stir from the porch; each time his mother made a suggestion, Thomas an-
swered that Marie-or Gerald-or the woman with the cat-wouldn't like him. When,
dressed as a tiger, Thomas went out trick-or-treating, he had a fine time and he dis-
covered that Marie and Gerald recognized him. In fact, they wanted to play with him.
Reporting to mother, Thomas discovered he felt wonderful. The author has handled
mother's role very nicely: she is encouraging and patient, she doesn't force Thomas
to make social overtures, and she doesn't hint at all at an I-told-you-so attitude when
her child finds that Mother's prediction was right.


